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In this paper, an alternative closure operation to the one introduced in [2] is given. For any 
vertex of a 2-connected graph G = (V, E), let N(x) be the set of vertices of V adjacent to x and 
d(x) be the degree of x in G. Let T= {xe. V:a, b ¢ N(x)} be a set of vertices associated with 2 
nonadjacent vertices a,b and let aa~=2+ ITI and gab=minaieT d(ai). We prove that if G is 
2-connected and a, b are two nonadjacent vertices such that Olab<-~gab, then G is hamiltonian if 
and only if G + ab is hamiltonian. Condition ~tab<_ gab is a simpler version of the main result of 
this paper. 
Introduction 
Given the hamil tonian a -  b path p = ala 2 ... a n, where a = a I , b = an we define for 
all aj, a set of vertices 
S(aj ) = { ai ¢ T: ai + l e N(aj ) if i > j ,  aj_ l ~ N(aj ) if i <_j } . 
By definit ion aj~S(aj)  whenever aj¢ T. Let 
/ *=max { i :a ieN(a)} ,  j *=min  { j :a jeN(b)} .  
Following Bondy and Chv~,tal [2] we define the dual closure of a 2-connected 
graph G, denoted c*(G), to be the smallest g raph/ - /o f  order n such that G is a 
spanning subgraph of H and 6tab(H ) > t~ab for all ab¢ E(H) .  We can then state that 
a 2-connected graph G is hamiltonian if c*(G) is complete. 
It is worth noting that this result is strong enough to prove that the circuit (76 or 
the circuit (?7 with a chord is hamiltonian. This conclusion cannot be drawn from 
the others known results for the general undirected graphs. There is a meta- 
conjecture due to Bond2¢ which states that almost all condit ions that imply that G 
is hami l tonian also imply that G is pancyclic (contains all circuits of all lengths k, 
3<k<n)  or bipartite. This metaconjecture is obviously false for graph C7+a 
chord. 
* This work was partly supported by the SERC, London, England. 
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Main results 
Lemma 1. Let/2 = a I a2... a n be a hamiltonian path o f  a 2-connected graph G = ( V, E) 
with a=al ,  b=an and i*<_j*. I f  S(x)~O for  all xe  T, then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Let A = {ai : i< i*}, B = {aj : j> j  *}, D = {a i : i *<_ i< j*}  and let us consider 
the following two cases. 
Case 1: IDI = 1. Clearly IDI = 1 implies i *= j  * and there exists at least one edge 
apaq with ap e A, aq E B in G since G is 2-connected. Let 
r=min  { j>p:a jeN(a)}  and s=max { j<q:a jeN(b)} .  
Among all possible edges apaq, choose the one for witch ( r -p )+ (q -s )  is mini- 
mum. This choice implies that S(ap+l)CA for if there exists afeS(ap+l), with 
f>_j *, then by setting p =p + 1, r= r, q =f+ 1, s =fwe contradict he minimality of 
( r -p )  + (q -s ) .  The vertices {ak: k_< i*} are contained in a path na with endpoints 
ap and ai,. This path would be ai,ai,_l...ae+lap+lap+2...araa2a3...a p if p>e;  
where ae~ S(ap + O, ai,ai, 1"'" ap + 1 ae- I ae- 2"" a2aaeae + 1"'" ap if e <p and ai,ai, 1"'" 
ap+laaz...a p if p=e.  
Similarly, the vertices {ak: k>_j*} are contained in a path 7to with endpoints aj, 
and aq. These two paths, together with the edge apaq form a hamiltonian circuit in 
G. (Recall that i *= j* . )  Furthermore this circuit contains neither the edge aai,, nor 
the edge aj,b. 
Case 2: ID[> 2. Consider the graph H obtained from G by adding the edge aj,b. 
The conditions of Case 1 are now obviously satisfied for the graph H. We know that 
there exists a hamiltonian circuit in H which contains neither the edge aa i,, nor the 
edge aj,b. This is enough to prove that G is hamiltonian. [] 
Define 2 f= E~J~ Oij=l{ajeT:N(ai)NN(aj)=~O}[ to be an integer associated 
with a vertex a i of T. 
Corollary 1. Let l l=ala2.. .a n be a hamiltonian path o f  a 2-connected graph 
G=(V,E)  with a=al ,  b=an and i*<_j*. 
I f  d(ai)>-3 + 2i r fo r  all a i o f  T, then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. It is easy to check that S(ai)#:O for all ai of T and hence Lemma 1 
applies. [] 
I f  i *> j*  for a given a-b  hamiltonian path /2=ala2. . .a  n in a graph G, then we 
define a constrained circuit Cab to be a circuit of the form aa2a3 .." arban_ l an_2 "'" 
asa, where r and s, (s>r)  are chosen such that all vertices ai, ( s> i>r )  if any, 
belong to the set T= {x: a, b¢N(x)} of vertices. 
Lemma 2. Let I~ = ala2 ""an be a hamiltonian path o f  a 2-connected graph 
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G=(V,E)  with a=a~, b=a~ and i *> j* .  For a given constrained circuit Cab, let 
X= {ai : ai¢~ Cab } . I f  
d(ai)>__6tab for  all ai o f  X, (1) 
then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof.  By definition of a constrained circuit, Xc_ T. We may assume that dG(a 2) = 
dG(an_l) =2; aa 3 E E and aan_z~E for otherwise we add two vertices x,y with 
edges xa, xa2, yb, ya n_ i. Condition (l) holds for the new graph whenever it holds in 
G. Moreover, the graph G is hamiltonian whenever the new graph is hamiltonian. 
From now on, we consider the new graph as G itself. We shall prove the lemma by 
induction on n = }V!. 
Suppose that G is not hamiltonian. Let aa2.., arban_ ~". asa be the chosen con- 
strained circuit Cab, where 3<_r<s<__n-2. Clearly X is not empty and {at, as} 
cannot be an articulation set for otherwise d(ai)<_l +}XJ<t~ab for all a ieX ,  a 
contradiction with (1). Hence, we cannot have the case r= 3 and s= n -2  in G. 
Without loss of generality, let us assume r> 3. We, successively prove the following: 
(i) N(a3)OX~O. 
Suppose that N(a3) f iX=O and consider the graph H obtained from G by 
removing vertex a3 and adding the edge a2a4. The circuit Co~ and the set X of 
vertices are unchanged in H (recall that r>3).  Clearly the graph H remains 
2-connected, H(ai)= dG(ai) for all a i ~ X and a,b(H)= t~ao(G) (recall that aa 3 eEL  
Moreover H is hamiltonian by induction hypothesis. Any hamiltonian circuit C in 
H contains the edge a2a4 since dc(a 2) = d/4(a 2) ---2. Hence, by substituting a2a3a 4 to 
a2a 3 in C we get a hamiltonian circuit in G, a contradiction which proves (i). 
(ii) a n ~ N(b). 
Suppose first a4 e T. Consider the graph H obtained from G by removing the 
vertex a3 and adding the edges a2a4, aa4. In H, we have dH(ai)>_ dG(ai)- 1 for all 
a ieX  and aab(H)=6tab(G)-1. The condition (1) holds in H and therefore there 
exists a hamiltonian circuit C in H by induction hypothesis. This circuit C must 
contain the segment aaza 4 and hence aa4 cannot be an edge of C. Replacing a2a 4 by 
aaza3a4 we get a hamiltonian circuit in G, a contradiction. Thus a 4 ¢ T. 
Suppose next, that a4EN(a). Consider the graph H obtained from G by re- 
moving the vertex a 3, addind the edge aza 4 and the set F= {aai: a i ~ X and a3a i ~ E} 
of edges. This set is not empty because of (i). Let C~b = aaza4.., arba n_ 1"" as" a with 
r<s '<s  and s '=min  {j:  aa jeF}  be the new constrained circuit. It is clear that 
condition (1) holds for all ai~C~b. Therefore, H is hamiltonian by induction 
hypothesis. The hamiltonian circuit C of H must contain the segment aa2a4. 
Replacing a2a 4 by aza3a 4 and (if necessary) the segment ajaa2a3a 4 by aja3a2aa 4 in 
C we get a hamiltonian circuit in G, a contradiction which implies a4¢ TON(a). 
Thus (ii) is proved. 
(iii) N(a4) f iX= 0. 
Assume (iii) false, that is, there exists at least an integer k, r<k<s,  such that 
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a4ak6E. As N(a3)( ' IX~O from (i), there must exist u,v (with r<u<__v<s) and a 
permutation {t(1),t(2) .....  t(q)}, q=u-v+l ,  of integers {u,u+l ,u+2 ..... v} 
such that a3at(l)...at(q)a 4 is a path in G. Choose q to be maximum and let ) (= 
{ai: u<_i<_ o}. Consider the graph H obtained from G by removing vertices of the 
set ~'l.J {a3} , adding the edge au_lao+ ~ if it does not exist and the edge aza 4. In H, 
we have: 
dH(ai )>_dc(a i ) -q for all a i~X- .~,  
6ta~(H) = a,,b( G) - q. 
Clearly (1) holds in H, the induction hypothesis applies and hence H is hamiltonian. 
Any hamiltonian circuit C of H contains the segment aaza4. If a,_ ~ao+ ~ belongs to 
C, then we are done by replacing it with auau+l...a v_ lao and replacing aza 4 with 
a2a3a4, otherwise replace aza 4 by aza3ato ) ... at(q)a 4. In either case, G is hamiltonian, 
a contradiction which proves (iii). 
(iv) a 5 ~ N(b). 
Clearly as~N(a)  for otherwise aaza3a4ba,,_l.. 'asa would be a hamiltonian 
circuit in G. Thus, if (iv) does not hold, then a5 ~ T. From (iii), we derive that 
as~X and hence r>5.  Consider, now, the graph H obtained from G by removing 
vertices a3, a4 and adding edges a2a5 and aas. Since r> 4, the constrained circuit Ca/~ 
and the set X are unchanged. Furthermore, we have: 
dH(ai)>_dG(ai)-1 for all a i~X,  
grab(H) = 6too(G) - 1. 
Therefore (1) holds and H is hamiltonian by induction hypothesis. Any hamiltonian 
circuit in H contains the segment aaza 5 and cannot contain aas. Replacing a2a5 by 
aza3a4a 5 we get a hamiltonian circuit in G, a contradiction. 
(v) N(as)OX--/:O. 
Assume (v) false, that is, N(as)AX=O.  We must then admit that r>5 and 
a 6 fiX. Consider the graph H obtained from G by removing vertex a 5, edges a4a j 
for j = 3, n and adding the edge aaa6 . Clearly d/4(a4) = 3 and H is hamiltonian by 
induction. Any hamiltonian circuit C in H must contain either the edge a4b or the 
edge a4a 6. (Recall that dG(a n l )=dH(an_ l )=2 and ba,_ l  is also an edge of this 
circuit.) If C contains a4a6, then replace it by a4asa 6, otherwise replace a4b by 
a4asb in order to obtain a hamiltonian circuit in G. This contradiction proves (v). 
(vi) a 6 ~ N(b). 
Clearly a 6 q.N(a), for otherwise aa2.., asba,,_ ~ ... a6a would be hamiltonian. Let 
us now suppose a66 T. It is necessary to consider the sub-cases a6~.Xc_ T and 
a 6 E T -  X. We first assume a6 E X c_ T. 
Let r '=max {j:  r< j<s ;  a jeN(a3)  }. Such r' exists since N(a3)f )X¢:O from (i). 
Let H be the graph obtained from G by removing vertices {ak: 3-< k<_r'}, adding 
edges azar,, and bar,. In H, there exists a constrained circuit C~b = aa2ar,ba n_ 1"'" asa. 
Let X '= {ai: r '< i<s}  be a set of vertices. This set may be empty, Clearly: 
T in H= (T in G) \ {a6, a7 ..... ar,} 
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and hence 
6tab(H) = 6tab(G ) + 5 - r', 
dH(ai)>_d~(ai)+5-r'  for all a i of X 
since every vertex of X is adjacent o at most every vertex of {ak : 5<_k<_r'- 1}. 
(Recall that N(a4)f"IX=O from (iii) and N(a3)OX'=O from the choice of r'.) 
Therefore H is hamiltonian by induction hypothesis. Every hamiltonian circuit C 
in H contains aazar, since dH(a2) = 2. If C does not contain at,b, then replace aa2a r, 
by aaza3...a r, to get a hamiltonian circuit in G. Otherwise replace azar,b by 
aaza3ar,ar, l...a4b. This is true because a3ar,~E by definition of r' and a4b~E 
from (ii). To finish the proof of (vi) we need to consider the sub-case a6 E T -X .  
Let H be the graph obtained from G by removing vertices a 3, a 4, as, adding edges 
aza6,aa 6 and the set F={baj :a j  is adjacent in G to both a3 and as}. The new 
chosen constrained circuit in H is aa2a6...ar,ba n_l...asa, where r '=max 
{j : baj ~ F}. The set F may be empty, in which case r = r'. Clearly 
aab(H) <-- aa~(G) - 1, 
dl_l(ai)>_d~(ai)- 1 for all ai6 {aj: r '< j<s}.  
Condition (1) holds in H and therefore H is hamiltonian by induction. Every 
hamiltonian circuit C in H must contain aaza6. Obviously aa 6 cannot be an edge of 
C. In C, we first replace a2a 6 by aza3a4a5a 6. It may be possible that C contains an 
added edge baj6F. If this is the case, recall that a3aj, asaj are edges of G with 
ba jeF  by definition and a4b is an edge of G from (ii). Exchanging either edges 
{baj, a3a4} by {a3aj, a4b } or edges {baj, a4as} by {asaj, a4b} we get a hamiltonian 
circuit in G, a contradiction. The case (vi) is proved and hence a 6 E N(b). 
(vii) Final contradiction 
Let H be the graph obtained from G by removing vertex a5 and adding edges 
a4a 6 and {baj: aj is adjacent o as}. We may assume du(a4)= 3 since N(an)NX=O 
from (iii). If necessary, remove all edges aaa k for kS  3, 6, n. The new constrained 
circuit in H is aa2a3aaa6...ar,ban_l...asa, where r '=max { j : r< j<s  and aj is 
adjacent o as}. It is clear that condition (1) holds in H and therefore H is hamil- 
tonian by induction hypothesis. If the hamiltonian circuit C of H does not contain 
any edge baj then we point out that either a4b or aaa 6 is an edge of C since 
dH(a4) = 3. In either case, a5 is easily inserted (replace ither aab by aaa5b or aaa 6 
by a4asa6). If C contains an edge baj ¢ E in G, then C must contain the segment 
aa2a3a4a 6. This is true because ban_ 1 is also an edge of C and therefore a4b cannot 
be in C. It suffices to replace first aaa 6 by aaasa 6and next to exchange ither edges 
{ baj, a 5 a 6 } by { ba6, aja 5 } or edges { baj, a4a 5 } by { ba 4, aja5 } in order to get a hamil- 
tonian circuit in G. This last contradiction proves Lemma 2. [] 
Let d I <_d2 <_ ... <_d n be the degree sequence of vertices in Vand d(  <_df ... ~dl~ I 
be the degree sequence of vertices in the set T associated with two nonadjacent 
vertices a,b. Define 
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2ab = tN(a)NN(b)I. 
Theorem 1. Let a, b be two nonadjacent vertices of  a 2-connected graph G and let 
T= {ai : a, bc~N(ai)} be a set o f  vertices. I f  there is no index k such that: 
k_>max (1,2ab-- 1), dkr< t~ab, (2) 
then G is hamiltonian i f  and only i f  G + ab is hamiltonian. 
Proof. I f  G is hamiltonian, then clearly G + ab is hamiltonian. Conversely, suppose 
that G is not hamiltonian, whereas G + ab is hamiltonian. The vertices of G are then 
contained in a hamiltonian a -  b path/~ = ala2"" an- ~ an, where a = a I , b = an. 
Clearly T~e 0 for otherwise G would be hamiltonian by Lemmas 1 and 2. Let us 
consider the two sub-cases i *_<j * and i *> j* ,  where i *, j* are already defined. 
(i) i *~ j  *. We necessarily have 2~b~ 1 and (2) can be restated as di r >Crab for all 
ai~ T. It is easy to check that S(ai)~:O whenever d(ai)>_~tab. (S(ai) is defined in the 
Introduction.) The conditions of Lemma 1 hold and G is then hamiltonian. 
(ii) i *> j* .  There are at least max(1,2ab-1) different constrained circuits. 
Among all possible such circuits choose that one which leaves out the set X of 
vertices for which min{d(ag) : a jaX} is the largest. By this choice, we can say that 
> T d(x)_dmax(l,2ob_l) for all xeX and thus G is hamiltonian from Lemma 2. This 
completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 2. Let a, b be two nonadjacent vertices of  a 2-connected graph G such 
that: 
d~>--a~b. (3) 
Then G is hamiltonian i f  and only i f  G + ab is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1. [] 
Corollary 3. Let a, b be two nonadjacent vertices of  a K-connected graph G such 
that: 
IN(a) UN(b)l + K_> n. (4) 
Then G is hamiltonian i f  and only i f  G + ab is hamiltonian. 
Proof. We first note that IN(a)UN(b)l +K>_n ¢,aao<_K by definition of t~ab. The 
2-connectedness condition is dropped here since ab¢ E= 6tab >_ 2 = K_> 2. The rest of 
the proof is immediate from Corollary 2. 
Corollary 4 [2]. Let a, b be two nonadjacent vertices of  a graph G such that: 
d(a) + d(b) >_ n. 
Then G is hamiltonian if and only i f  G + ab is hamiltonian. 
(5) 
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Proof. It is easy to see that d(a)+d(b)>-nc~tab<Aab . Thus there is at least one 
constrained circuit for which condition (2) of Theorem 1 holds. The condition of 
2-connectedness can be dropped since ab ~iE= t~ab > 2 and 2ab > -- 2 which means that 
only Lemma 2 is involved. [] 
More generally than the definition given in the Introduction, we define the (q- 
dual) closure of a (q+ 2)-connected graph G, denoted c~(G), to be the smallest 
graph H of order n such that G is a spanning subgraph of H and for all ab~ E(H), 
there exists an index i, with i>--max(1,Aab-q- 1) such that Ctab(H)>dir-q. If H 1 
and HE are such graphs, then so is Hi n i l2  = (V,E(hl)NE(H2)). Thus there exists a 
unique smallest graph H with the above property. The graph cq(G) is obtained 
from G by successively adding edges ab such that Oab(H)<_dir-q for all 
i>_max(1,Aab-q-1), where q is an integer. 
G ~ G 1 , G 2 ,_ G 3 ,._ c o ( G ) 
Fig. 1. 
Each one of the conditions (2), (3), (4) can be used to define the (q-dual) closure. 
In particular, one of the simplest forms is based on condition (6) given below in 
Corollary 5. 
The graphs in Fig. 1 illustrate how c~(G) based on condition (3) for example, is 
obtained. It is proved here that the graph under consideration is hamiltonian. This 
conclusion cannot be drawn by the other known theorems. 
The following Theorems 2, 3, 4 are obtained by using the same arguments as 
in [21. 
Theorem 2. A graph G & hamiltonian if its (O-dual) closure c~(G) is complete. 
Theorem 3. A graph G & traceable if its (-1-dual) closure c_*I(G ) /S complete. 
Theorem 4. A graph G is q-hamiltonian if its (q-dual) closure Cq(G) is complete. 
Corollary 5. Let a, b be two nonadjacent vertices of a K-connected graph G such 
that: 
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a~b <- max(K, 2.b). 
Then G is hamiltonian if and only if G + ab is hamiltonian. 
(6) 
The following corollaries are easy to derive from Theorem 2 and Corollary 5. The 
first one is very similar to that of Ore (replace condition (7) by condition (5)). The 
second one can be seen as a direct corollary of a theorem due to Chv~ital and Erdfs 
[4] since it is clear that a(G)<_a(G), where a(G) denotes the semi-independence 
number of a graph and a(G) denotes the independence number of G. This first 
invariant is defined to be the maximum of a~b considered over all pairs of non- 
adjacent vertices. 
Corollary 6. A K-connected graph G is hamiltonian if." 
ab lE= IN(a) U N(b)] + K>_n. (7) 
Corollary 7. A graph G is hamiltonian if ~(G)<_ K. 
In [3] Bondy pointed out and proved that a graph satisfying Ore's condition (that 
is, condition (5) for all nonadjacent vertices) satisfies the Chv~ital-Erd6s condition, 
a(G) <K. We give here a very similar result. 
Theorem 5. The dual closure c~(G), based on condition (4) is complete whenever 
G satisfies Ore's condition. 
Proof. Let H be the dual closure c~(G) of G. By contradiction, suppose that G 
satisfies Ore's condition and His  not complete. For any pair of nonadjacent vertices 
a, b we have aab>K. Among all pairs of nonadjacent vertices choose a, b to be the 
one for which 2ab = IN(a)AN(b)I is minimum. This choice implies clearly 2~b_< K. 
Therefore a~b > 2~b. This is a contradiction since aab > 2ab ~ d(a) + d(b) > n. [] 
In the same paper [3], Bondy proved that the Chv~ital-Erd6s condition is satisfied 
by an h-regular graph on 2h + 1 vertices, (h>0). There is another similar result 
whose proof is in [5]. 
Theorem 6. The dual closure c~(G), based on condition (4) is complete if G is a 
connected h-regular graph with at most 2h + 2 vertices. 
Conjectures 
The results obtained in this paper and those given in [6] and [7] suggest the follow- 
ing conjectures. 
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Conjecture 1. Let a, b be two nonadjacent  vertices of  a K-connected graph G and 
let uaa be the maximum cardinal i ty of  an independent vertex set of  G containing 
both a and b. 
I f  an0-< K, then G is hami l ton ian if and only if G + ab is hami l tonian.  
Conjecture 2. Let a, b be two nonadjacent  vertices of  a 2-connected graph G. 
I f  dir>_i+2 for all i ->max( l ,2aa-  1), then G is hami l tonian if and only if G+ab 
is hami l tonian.  
Conjecture 3. Let a ,b  be two nonadjacent  vertices of  a 2-connected graph G. 
I f  d(ai)>_3+2i r for all ai~ T, then G is hami l tonian if and only if G+ab is 
hami l tonian.  
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